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Uplift Your Life: Nourishment of the Spirit
Thursday at 8 AM Pacific
April 23rd 2020: Healing Yourself and the Planet
by Listening to Earths Voice

What if the term “Mother Earth” isn’t just poetic,
but rather an unconscious awareness that Earth
is a living sentient being with the ability to suffer,
feel pain, perceive, reason, think and
communicate? What if you knew your thoughts
create weather patterns, like tornadoes,
hurricanes, and volcanic eruptions? Imagine how
your life would be different if you could have a
close relationship with Earth. If this sounds like
science fiction, remember we used to believe the
Earth was flat and the Sun revolved around it.
Only recently have we acknowledged animals as
sentient beings and discovered th
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Featured Guest
Mary McNerney
Mary McNerney earned her law degree from Georgetown University, had
a fellowship with the UN Commission on International Trade Law, and
then worked for many years as a corporate and international lawyer in
Boston and Prague. It was not her plan to write this book. She never
imagined that the Spirit of the Earth would one day unmistakably, clearly,
and shockingly speak to her. Mary says that the experience has put her
on an entirely different trajectory than she ever envisioned as a corporate
lawyer. She shares “In a wild and wonderful way, I instead became a
messenger on behalf of our planet Earth.” Mary is the author of Earth
Speaks Up. She now lives in Massachusetts together with her husb
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